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SPA & WELLNESS EXPERIENCES
EXCLUSIVE 500 BONUS TRIP POINTS + ROOM NIGHT PRIZE

ZOËTRY® MONTEGO BAY
BY AMR COLLECTION | JAMAICA

Discover a new-to-you treatment

TM

Reconnect with a floating couple's massage
HILTON PLAYA DEL CARMEN |
RIVIERA MAYA

Experience an authentic Temazcal treatment
TABACÓN THERMAL
RESORT & SPA | COSTA RICA

Replenish in natural hot springs

FAIRMONT ORCHID, HAWAII |
ISLAND OF HAWAII

Embrace a new wellness activity

BLUE PALACE, A LUXURY COLLECTION
RESORT & SPA, CRETE | GREECE

Indulge in endless ocean views

Awake to sunrise yoga on the beach

Celebrating renewal of the mind, body and spirit with a range of luxurious spas and wellness resorts, enjoy signature treatments
and health-based opportunities. Amid vibrant landscapes, indulge in natural therapies, body and fitness regimens, invigorating
activities and healthful cuisine. Journese® specializes in creating handcrafted journeys of revitalization and well-being to meet the
discerning traveler’s every whim and desire.
Here is a sample of the best-of-the-best resorts across our worldwide portfolio with replenishing spa and wellness experiences.
And now, earn 500 Bonus TRIP Points on every partner resort registered booking made by July 3, 2022 for travel through June 30, 2023.
Plus, the top revenue producer will earn a three-night stay at Hilton Playa Del Carmen in Riviera Maya, Mexico.
Visitors to international destinations are required to take certain measures in order to return to the United States. Visit journese.com/travelersupport
for details as well as information on enhanced health and safety protocols, testing locations, Cancel for Any Reason Protection Plans beginning at
$49 per person, destination and CDC travel guidelines and more.

HYATT ZILARA CAP CANA |
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BANGKOK AT
CHAO PHRAYA RIVER | THAILAND

EMIRATES ONE&ONLY
WOLGAN VALLEY | AUSTRALIA

ASIA

CARIBBEAN

SINGAPORE
Shangri-La Rasa Sentosa Resort & Spa, Singapore | Chi, The Spa: Where
holistic treatments meet Asia's time-honored methods, intuitive and
skilled therapists revitalise and rejuvenate mind, body and soul.

ANTIGUA
Hammock Cove Resort & Spa Antigua | AI, AO | Tranquility Spa Body
and Soul: Rejuvenate in the stunning central treatment room followed
by a sea-inspired salt body scrub or therapeutic bamboo fusion massage.

THAILAND
Four Seasons Hotel Bangkok at Chao Phraya River | Science meets natural
wellness with technologically advanced anti-aging treatments, while
traditional methods focus on releasing tension and aerial yoga and
meditation are taught for mindful living.
Phuket Marriott Resort & Spa, Nai Yang Beach | Delight in a full menu of
massage, beauty and wellness therapies at Quan Spa, from soothing facials
and energizing body scrubs to replenishing massage treatments.
VIETNAM
Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An | Be treated to a spiritual ritual
utilizing eight synchronized, quartz-crystal alchemy bowls, engage in a
family experience with kid-friendly treatments or enjoy a blissful soak
with a private, lotus pond with a signature bathing ceremony.
Hyatt Regency Da Nang Resort & Spa | Vie Spa: Cradled between the
mountains and the sea, the spa is designed to immerse you in the local
environment and promotes healing powers through natural ingredients.

AUSTRALIA
NEW SOUTH WALES
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley | Showcasing pampering treatments
using Australian botanicals inspired by the riches of Wolgan Valley,
indulge in a rebalancing salt glow, Chakra therapy or Only Love facial.
QUEENSLAND
InterContinental Sanctuary Cove Resort | Located in the resorts' onsite
golf club, the spa specializes in physical well-being from in-body scans,
sports massages and cupping to facials and exercise programs.
voco Gold Coast | L’Aqua Day Spa: Delight in healing coastal treatments
from romantic couple's therapies and soothing facials to reflexology
techniques, baby-moon treatments and signature hot stone massages.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
The Ritz-Carlton, Perth | Devoted to holistic wellness, this waterfront
spa encourages relaxation and reflection, soak in the spa baths, relish a
bespoke treatment and refresh with pampering water rituals.

Sandals Grande Antigua Resort & Spa | AO, AI, CO | Be transformed
with unique mind and body experiences inspired by native traditions,
natural botanicals and beautiful Caribbean backdrops.
BAHAMAS
Sandals Emerald Bay Golf, Tennis & Spa Resort | AO, AI, CO | Be
enveloped in natural Caribbean botanicals for a renewing experience
from tropically infused skincare treatments to aromatherapy massages.
The Cove at Atlantis | Balancing ancient Balinese healing touches,
traditional European therapies and natural elements indigenous to the
Bahamas, bask in warm and cold plunge pools, steam rooms and a sauna.
DOMINICA
Jungle Bay | A natural sanctuary amid lush forests, replenish at this
yoga retreat, one of the top three in the world, with two yoga studios
overlooking banana fields and the sea with focuses on meditation and
Tai Chi, plus 14 private spa suites at Bamboo Spa.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Hyatt Zilara Cap Cana | AI, AO | and Hyatt Ziva Cap Cana | AI | After
sunrise yoga on the beach or afternoon Zumba, visit the unique cenote,
two-story Larimar Spa with its own outdoor lagoon, 18 treatments
rooms, hydrotherapy circut, experienced estheticians and an expansive
14,000-square-foot fitness facility.
Majestic Mirage Punta Cana | AI | Breathe in peace and tranquility with
an incredible natural mangrove backdrop; delight in the wet zone with
icy, tropical Swedish and aromatic showers, sauna and Turkish baths.
Secrets® Cap Cana Resort & Spa by AMRTM Collection | AI, AO | Set in
an exquisite, tranquil setting, this haven offers rejuvenating body treatments,
facials, soothing hydrotherapy, relaxing massages and pampering salons.
Zoëtry® Agua Punta Cana by AMRTM Collection | AI | Restore your spirit
in sensation showers, Inox bubble beds, a Finnish sauna and plush treatment rooms; plus receive a complimentary 20-minute massage per person.

Continued

JW MARRIOTT VENICE
RESORT & SPA | ITALY

DREAMS® KARIBANA CARTAGENA
BEACH & GOLF RESORT BY AMRTM
COLLECTION | COLOMBIA

EUROPE continued

ENGLAND
The Savoy | Let experts in wellness pamper you with aromatherapy and
Natura Bissé products from a citrus essence radiance facial and exfoliating
Dead Sea salt scrub to a customized de-stress muscle release massage.
FRANCE
InterContinental Paris Le Grand | Take a break from reality as you step
into I-Spa by Algotherm for a range of serene and rejuvenating facials,
pampering massages and body wraps.

CARIBBEAN continued

JAMAICA
Sandals South Coast | AI, AO, CO | Utilizing regional Caribbean
products, this tranquil sanctuary offers refined treatment rooms, a YogaPilates studio, steam room, plunge pools and secluded relaxation gardens.

Zoëtry® Montego Bay by AMRTM Collection | AI | Relish a peaceful spa
with gardens, decorative fountains and waterfalls, enjoy the meditation
area, indoor and outdoor massage cabins; whirlpools and Soul Juice Bar;
plus receive a complimentary 20-minute wellness experience.
ST. MARTIN / SINT MAARTEN
Secrets® St. Martin Resort & Spa by AMRTM Collection | AI, AO | An unforgettable spa experience utilizing award-winning skincare products awaits,
retreat to the expansive indoor hot tub, swiss shower, fresh fruit and juice bar.
Sonesta Ocean Point Resort | AI, AO | Serenity Spa: Featuring a chic,
contemporary design that invites calm, replenish with a vast menu of
specialized well-being treatments for a restorative island escape.
TURKS & CAICOS
COMO Parrot Cay | R | Como Shambahala Retreat: Refresh with holistic
Asian-inspired treatments for physical wellbeing and spiritual balance,
relax in natural treatment rooms or dip in the Japanese baths.
The Palms Turks & Caicos | R | The Spa at The Palms: Refresh in 25,000
square feet of soul-soothing experiences designed to engage all your
senses and revitalize your mind and body.

CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA
COLOMBIA
Dreams® Karibana Cartagena Beach & Golf Resort by AMRTM Collection |
AI | A haven of relaxation with outdoor treatment cabins, pool, sun beds,
steam room and sauna, enjoy the cocoa body polish, sea revitalizing facial,
water lily soothing wrap or a hot stone massage.

Le Royal Monceau, Raffles Paris | My Blend by Clarins Spa: A haven of
relaxation, this calming space offers the longest indoor pool in Paris,
exclusive treatments, hammam, laconium room and sauna.
GREECE
Blue Palace, A Luxury Collection Resort & Spa, Crete | Captivating and
serene, this oasis is comprised of calming treatment rooms, therapeutic
Thalassotherapy spa services and classes in the art of massage.
Hotel Grande Bretagne, A Luxury Collection Hotel, Athens | GB Spa: A
tranquil ambience of Aegean hues and sleek design awaits. Retreat to the
serene atrium for light refreshments after your treatment.
Mykonos Grand Hotels & Resort | Althea Spa Retreat: Named after the
Greek Goddess for healing, the spa's unique design showcases treatment
rooms with private shaded courtyards, a semi-caved Thalasso pool and
outdoor relaxation area allowing for stunning Aegean Sea views.
Santo Maris Oia Luxury Suites & Spa | One of Santorini's most
prestigious spas, this haven of serenity caters to your every need with
sophisticated beauty therapies, Cretan massages, private yoga classes
and wellness experts, plus stay in a private pool wellness suite for
additional benefits.
ITALY
Castello di Casole, A Belmond Hotel, Tuscany | At the heart of this
hilltop estate lies Essere Spa. Once a wine cellar, its barrel-vaulted ceilings
and restored stone walls create a timeless atmosphere and tranquil space.
Four Seasons Hotel Firenze | Tucked among the ancient trees in Giardino
della Gerardesca, luxury experiences featuring 24-karat gold, Tuscan herbs
and Italian beauty traditions await, including teens and kids options.
JW Marriott Venice Resort & Spa | Designed by the illustrious Matteo
Thun, revive amidst nature, subtle luxury and light with skyline views,
private waterside dock with outdoor showers and thermal experiences.
Continued

COSTA RICA
Secrets® Papagayo Costa Rica by AMRTM Collection | AI, AO | Secrets®
Spa by Pevonia: With award-winning Pevonia® skincare products at the
forefront, an unforgettable spa experience awaits including a hydrotherapy
circuit, swiss shower, salon, relaxation area and outdoor options.
TabacÓn Thermal Resort & Spa | Matching the spa design with nature,
outdoor bungalows are tucked away among the trees for experiences
utilizing the hot springs benefits and local ingredients.

EUROPE
AUSTRIA
The Ritz-Carlton Vienna | Offering tailored wellness experiences where
every treatment is personalized to your needs, relish natural ingredients
selected from the Bregenz Forest in Western Austria for signature rituals.

COMO PARROT CAY |
TURKS & CAICOS

SANTO MARIS OIA LUXURY
SUITES & SPA | SANTORINI

THE RITZ-CARLTON, VIENNA | AUSTRIA

THE RITZ-CARLTON MALDIVES,
FARI ISLANDS | MALDIVES

UNICO 20° 87° HOTEL
RIVIERA MAYA | MEXICO

EUROPE continued

ITALY

CONTINUED

Rome Cavalieri, Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts | Retreat to an
expansive spa with a decadent indoor pool, amethyst Turkish bath, steam
room and hot and cold plunge pools for a day of relaxation.
The St. Regis Florence | Featuring high-end products by Clarins rich in
beneficial plant extracts and aromatic essentials, be pampered by bespoke
experiences, signature facials, water rituals and expert massages.
PORTUGAL
Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa | With a focus on an essential plan for wellbeing including beauty, harmony, water, vitality, balance, mindfulness,
nature and nutrition, all your tension dissolves in this peaceful space.
SCOTLAND
Waldorf Astoria Edinburgh - The Caledonian | Partnering with 111SKIN
and Ground Wellbeing, this haven of relaxation and rejuvenation features a
steam room, sauna, whirlpool and indoor pool overlooking Edinburgh castle.
SPAIN
W Barcelona | Release tension as you reward your body and recharge your
energy at The Spa, detox with a full-body AHA peel, relish a specialty facial
customized for your skin or de-stress with a deep tissue massage.
TURKEY
Four Seasons Hotel Istanbul at the Bosphorus | Utilizing the finest body-care
products to restore and invigorate, refresh with a thermal infusing facial, indulge
in a four-hands massage or relax in a traditional Turkish hammam.

MALDIVES
NORTH MALÉ ATOLL
The Ritz-Carlton Maldives, Fari Islands | Inspired by the earth's energy,
this ring-shaped sanctuary is nestled over the turquoise lagoon, healing
therapies use organic body and skincare collection by Bamford.
SOUTH MALÉ ATOLL
Conrad Maldives Rangali Island | Over-Water Spa: Floating above pristine
waters, the epitome of barefoot luxury awaits with ISUN rituals designed to
strengthen, soothe and illuminate the mind, body and soul.

MEXICO
CANCUN / RIVIERA MAYA
Dreams® Natura Resort & Spa by AMRTM Collection | AI | Tranquil and
serene with a focus on award-winning Pevonia® skincare products, relax in
VIP cabins, a hydrotherapy circuit, revive juice bar and therapeutic showers.
El Dorado Casitas Royale, A Spa Resort by Karisma | AI, AO | Achieve
harmony with soothing treatments at Náay Spa with body scrubs and wraps,
Swedish and shiatsu massages and a Temazcal steam house ritual.

TREETOPS LODGE & ESTATE |
NEW ZEALAND

CANCUN / RIVIERA MAYA CONTINUED
Hilton Playa del Carmen | AI, AO | SPAzul: Delight in Temazcal stone
steam baths, holistic massages, revitalizing body wraps, engaging couples
treatments and peaceful facials.
Hyatt Zilara Cancún | AI, AO | Zen Spa: An expansive 22,800 square-foot
relaxation space drawing on Mayan traditions, relish a traditional Mexican
herbs massage or a Tzolkin - Mayan Ritual utilizing acupressure points.
Majestic Elegance Costa Mujeres | AI | Offering three sanctuaries,
indulge in the massage area with beautiful spaces, hydrotherapy area
with cold, tropical and aromatic showers, sauna and Turkish bath and
a beauty salon area.
Secrets® Akumal Riviera Maya by AMRTM Collection | AI, AO | Spanning
more than 18,000 square feet, treat yourself to pure indulgence through a
combination of the latest hydrotherapy and traditional treatments.
UNICO 20°87° Hotel Riviera Maya | AI | Signature treatments and locally
inspired beauty rituals are the focus of this holistic spa. Immerse in the
hydrotherapy facility or enjoy a detoxifying treatment.
Zoëtry® Paraiso de la Bonita Riviera Maya by AMRTM Collection | AI |
Sanitas per Aqua: Latin for heal through water, pampering awaits with
native Mayan treatments, invigorating aqua gym and Thalassotherapy,
plus a complimentary 20-minute Thalasso Seawater Experience.
LOS CABOS
Le Blanc Spa Resort Los Cabos | State-of-the-art facilities blend
seamlessly with the serenity of the Mexican Pacific, revitalize with traditional healing techniques and natural ingredients.
Secrets® Puerto Los Cabos Golf & Spa Resort by AMRTM Collection |
AI, AO | Secrets® Spa by Pevonia: Indulgent and pampering, relax with
a de-stress eye treatment, tension relief massage and your Secrets duo
journey options shared with your loved one.
PUERTO VALLARTA
Hotel Mousai | Begin with a hydrotherapy ritual, then indulge in a
high-tech treatment with a hydrafacial using patented technology and
nourishing ingredients to improve skin texture or a binary premium
experience using non-invasive diathermy and electrostimulation.

NEW ZEALAND
NORTH ISLAND
Treetops Lodge & Estate | Forest Spa: Embark on a journey of discovery
and rejuvenation surrounded by lush foliage. Blissful relaxation is
created through native plants and oils with time-honored traditions.
InterContinental Wellington | Retreat to the Moroccan-inspired, innercity spa where the world slows down and your every need is met, from
pampering massages to replenishing facials and body wraps.
SOUTH ISLAND
Sofitel Queenstown Hotel & Spa | Embracing the latest wellness trends,
So Spa places an emphasis on balance utilizing exclusive French and
New Zealand products, plus enjoy the unique infra-red room.
Continued

HILTON MOOREA LAGOON
RESORT & SPA | TAHITI

THE RITZ-CARLTON, FORT
LAUDERDALE | FLORIDA

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS continued
MAUI
Fairmont Kea Lani, Maui | Recharge mind, body and soul at Willow
Stream Spa combining ancient traditions and local techniques with
natural and organic products, plus try the new Pālolo Mud Bar.
The Westin Maui Resort & Spa, Ka'anapali | The Heavenly Spa®: Find
harmony in this unique wellness sanctuary with a range of specialty
treatments, regional ingredients and cultural techniques.
OAHU
The Kahala Hotel & Resort | A private place of respite with local
Hawaiian ingredients that exude a sense of calm and serenity, retreat to
The Kahala Spa for a day of pampering and relaxation.

SOUTH PACIFIC
FIJI
InterContinental Fiji Golf Resort & Spa | Ease your aches and pains away
at the Oceans Edge, while the gentle waves lap on the beautiful whitesand, as you replenish with tropical ingredients and exquisite treatments.
Likuliku Lagoon Resort | AO17+, MI | Tatadra Spa: Meaning "House of
Dreams," marvel at breathtaking lagoon views as you bask in a Fijian-style
massage and natural beauty and body treatments.
Namale Resort & Spa | Nestled in the volcanic cliffs overlooking the Koro
Sea, be inspired by ancient healing techniques, traditional Bobo massages,
hydrotherapy pools, waterfall massages cold plunge pools and sauna.
TAHITI
Conrad Bora Bora Nui | MIO | Step into a world of serenity at Hina Spa,
named after a goddess known for beauty, charm, sweetness and wellbeing, relax with Polynesian services, healing touches and stunning views.
Hilton Moorea Lagoon Resort & Spa | MIO | Inspired by lush Polynesia,
sensorial spa voyages delight at this beachfront spa retreat using sacred
Tahitian Monoï oil and traditional techniques.
Hotel Kia Ora Resort & Spa | MIO | Set in a coconut grove, Poekura Spa
means Pearl of Light in Tahitian, this oasis provides revitalizing rituals,
Balinese techniques, rain showers and tropical ingredients.
Le Bora Bora by Pearl Resorts | MIO | Unwind and be pampered with
indulgent monoi oil massages, time-honored Polynesian traditions, hot
stone therapies and body exfoliation under a Vichy shower.

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
ISLAND OF HAWAII
Fairmont Orchid, Hawaii | Showcasing the essence of aloha with a relaxed,
tropical spirit, Spa Without Walls integrates the natural therapeutic environment, ancient Hawaiian healing arts and locally sourced products.
KAUAI
Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort & Spa | Anara Spa: Focused on Hawaiian
healing practices inspired by Iokahi - the balance and harmony of body
and spirit, enjoy blissful massage, facial and body treatments.

Turtle Bay Resort | Guests' wellbeing and nurturing the land are the
priorities at Nalu Spa. Regain vitality using pure and sustainable
ingredients, healing body scrubs, hydrafacials and detoxification wraps.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
ABU DHABI
The St. Regis Abu Dhabi | An expansive, serene white spa with views
of the celebrated Corniche and sparkling Arabian Gulf, Remède Spa
features signature treatments and locally inspired therapies.
DUBAI
One&Only The Palm, Dubai | Unlock the nourishing power of nature
and advanced treatment rituals with a four-hands Imperial massage,
Thai therapy, reflexology or signature One&Only Solar Evasion.

UNITED STATES
FLORIDA
Pelican Grand Beach Resort, A Noble House Resort | PURE Spa: Bask
in ocean views from this rooftop boutique spa, and be immersed in
Swedish well-being using natural products by Maria Akerberg.
The Ritz-Carlton, Fort Lauderdale | Unwind at the ocean-inspired spa
with signature treatments such as a cleansing ceremony, ocean body
wrap utilizing sea salts or a rebalancing citrus spring scrub and massage.
W Fort Lauderdale | Detox and retox at AWAY Spa, a bold and vibrant
experience. Begin with a bright detox elixir shot, then get glammed up
at the beauty bar or work out the kinks with a recovery massage.
NEVADA
ARIA Resort & Casino | An elevated experience awaits at this awardwinning, prestigious Forbes Travel Guide Five-Star Spa infusing Earth's
elements into a menu of skincare and massage treatments.
Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino | An expansive 30,000 square-foot,
world-class spa combining authentic techniques with premium products
and skilled professionals to whisk you away to total relaxation.

BEHIND THE LETTERS | AI: All-inclusive | AIO: All-inclusive optional | AO: Adults-only | CO: Couples only | K: Kitchen/kitchenettes available |
MI: Meal-inclusive | MIO: Meal-inclusive optional | R: Private resort residences/villas available
REGISTER YOUR BOOKINGS AT: HTTPS://FORM.JOTFORM.COM/PHSALES/JOURNESEWELLNESS

500 Bonus TRIP Points is per booking to be awarded on new bookings made May 2 - July 3, 2022 for travel through June 30, 2023 at the partner resorts noted above; minimum three-night stay required. Travel Advisors
receive 500 Bonus TRIP Points per booking with no maximum limit to the number of Bonus TRIP Points that can be earned. Travel Advisors must register bookings by July 15, 2022 using the link above in order to receive
Bonus TRIP Points. TRIP Points do not apply to bookings for Air by Pleasant or Pleasant Activities. Some restrictions apply. For completed terms and conditions, contact sales@journese.com. The three-night hotel stay
at Hilton Playa del Carmen in Riviera Maya, Mexico will be awarded to the top revenue producer with the highest gross sales (and a minimum threshold of $20,000) in registered bookings made at partner resorts noted
above. Travel Advisors must register bookings by July 15, 2022 using the link above to be eligible for the hotel stay. Applicable bonus TRIP points will be added by July 31, 2022. Journese reserves the right to change or
terminate this program at any time without notice. Not responsible for errors or omissions. [Journese acts only as an agent for the various travel providers shown above.] CST 1007939-10. Florida ST# 37983. Copyright
©2022 Hawaii World (dba Journese®) All Rights Reserved.
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